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ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

A B was aUoDte4 . 

TBE SITMTION IN TBE OCCUPIED ARAB TERRITORPES 

LETTER DATED 26 SEPTEMBER 1990 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF YEMEN TO 
TBB UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO TBE PRESIDENT OF TBE SECURITY COUNCIL (S/21830) 

~PRESIDENT~ In accordance with the decisions taken at the previous 

meetings on this item, I invite the representatives of Algeria, Bangladesh, Egypt, 

India, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Israel, Joidanr Kuwait, the Libyan Arab 

Jamahiriya, Mauritania, Morocco, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the Syrian Arab 

Republic, Tunisia, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and Yugoslavia to take the 

places reserved for them at the side of the Council Chamber. I invite the 

representative of Palestine to take a place at the Council table. 

B1; the invitation of the Mr- Bendiama), Mr- f@hiuMa 

Mr. &non (India). Mr. Kherrazi 

. Mr. Al-m 

1, Mr. Oul&&ghemed 

. Mr. Al Hi mah lw - * )e 

tW M-Xidwa a WGB at the Council tam . 

-1 I should like to inform the Council that I have received 

a lstter from the representative of ludan in which he regwsts to be invited to 

participate ia the dtacusrioa of the item on the Council's agenda. In conformity 

with the usual practice, I propose, with the consent of the Council, to invite that 

feptessntative to participate in the discussion without the right to vote, in 
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t-President) 

accordance with the relavant provisions of tho Charter and rule 37 of the Council's 

provisional rules of procedure. 

There being uo objection, it is so decided. 

3% tS!&& took the abee rm 

at the ?&e of tha . 

-8 The Securfty Council w:ll now resume its consideration of 

the item on its agenda, in accordance with the understanding reached fn the 

Council's prior consultations. 

Member8 of the Council have before them document S/21893, which contains the 

tent of a draft resolution submitted by Colombia, Cuba, Malaysia and Yemen. In 

this connection, member8 of the Couucil also have before them document S/21696, 

which contains tha text of a letter dated 23 October 1990 from the Permanent 

Uepreeentatives of Colombia, Cuba, Malaysia and Yemen to the United lations 

addressed to the President of the Security Council. 
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. uhf3 President 1 

I should like to draw the attention of members to the following documents: 

S/21873, letter dated 12 October 1990 from the Permanent Representative of Greece 

to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General; S/21876, letter dated 

12 October 1990 from the Permanent Representative of Pakistan to the United Nations 

addressed to the Secretary-General; S/21877, letter dated 12 October 1990 from the 

Permanent Representative of Italy to the United Nations addressed to the 

Secretary-General3 S/21881, letter dated 9 October 1990 from the Petmanent 

Representative of Egypt to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General; 

S/21886, letter dated 16 October 1990 from the Permanent Representative of 

Indonesia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-Generals S/21688, letter 

dated 19 October 1990 from the Charge d'affaires ad- of the Permanent 

Observer Mission of Palestine to the United Nations sadreseed to the 

Secretery-General3 S/21890, note verbale dated 19 October 1990 from the Permanent 

Representative of 24orocco to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General; 

and S/21897, letter dated 23 October 1990 from the Permanent Representative of 

Kuwait to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. 

The first speaker is the representative of Israel. I invite him to take 8 

place at ths Council table and to make his etatement. 

a (Israsl): After more than two months of concerted action by the 

isters8tional community, spearheaded by the Security Council since the fateful 

night of 2 August, something strange b8s happened. The momentum has been 

ai810dg8d. The monumsntsl effort to arrest the rampage unleashed by Saddam Huesein 

has come to a screeching halt. Four week8 into October, a0 eerie silence ti 

pervaded the corrrdors of the Security Couacil on all that pertains to Iraq's 

aggression. For the moment at least it appears that Saddsm kluseetn bass been let 

off the hook. 
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Suffice it to say that the Council last convened to consider the situation in 

the Gulf on Tuesday 25 September, almost a month ago. Meanwhile, the mutilation of 

Kuwait continue8 in full force, totally unchecked by this forum. There are reasons 

for the shifting winds in the Security Council. The PLO has served Saddam Hussein 

Well by stealing the show. 

The tragic events that took place in Jerusalem on 8 October were well staged, 

and played right into Saddam Hussein's hands. He fervently hoped to escape the 

noose of an enraged international community by sowing disarray in the coalition 

mustered against him. The prddator needed this precious reprieve in order to 

complete the systematic dismantlemant of hi8 prey, Kuwait. a Member State of the 

United blations. As I raid in my statement on 5 October, there was no better way to 

send this international coalition into a tailspin than hy shoving Israel to the 

fore, throwing a monkey-wrench into the workings of the solid front opposing Iraq 

and halting it in its tracks. 

Supporter8 of Saddam Hussein*8 slaughterous rdgime have been few, but quite 

VOCiferous. Headed by the PLO, they are united in trying to drag my country into 

the Gulf mayhem by every means at their disposal. Saddam Xussein began efforts to 

embroil Israel in his mess even before the invasion of Kuwait. He annointed 

hisu4elf as a hero for millions of Arabs by threatening to Uevour half of Israel and 

gas its population. This savage threat, incidentally, did not originate with 

SstMam uusseio. The idea was given to him by Y&sser Arafat, who taunted Israel 

with Iraq’s mi6siles long before 1 April 1990. 

Saddam Hussein later accused Kuwait of working for Israel in a "Zionist 

aonsplracy" to sabotage his economy. Pollowing his invasion of Kuwait, he decided 

that disguised Israeli pilots and Israeli aircraft were facing him in the Gulf. Ue 

then dabbled in anti-Semitism with the help of radio stations such as the Sanaa 
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Voice of th5 PLO in yelling that "Zioniet rabbis" were among the troops assembled 

against him. 

Then he blamed Israel for his invasion of Kuwait, Israel being the cause of 

th8 Gulf crisie aud every other evil in the world. He followed that by threatening 

to beat Israel into pulp if the sanctions imposed on him by the Security Council 

began to bite. Wow he capitalinres on the violence in Jerusalem and threatens to 

launch new missiles against Israel on the forthcoming day of reckoning, a5 he 

called it. On 22 October. two days ago, Saddaar Hussein decided that the eight-year 

war unleashed against Iran was somehow a “Zionist plot". 

Thia cynical manoeuvring and flagrant contempt for the basic rules of 

interuational conthct is Saddam Hussein*s sharpest propaganda weapon. With it he 

hopes to appeal to the baser emotions of the Arab Btreet, whipped up into ecstasy 

over the self-proclaimed new Saladin - who, ironically, happened to be a Kurd. 

Tot over two months Israel did everything in its power to remain aloof and 

avoid provoking Saddam Hussein. We maintained our distance, while preparing for 

the worot. Israel continues to take grave risks in the interests of the 

international community by maintaining a low profile in the face of increasingly 

belligerent Itagi threats. Israel has begun distributing gas-masks to its 

populace, a m8asure never resorted to by any nation, and remain5 silently vigilant. 

The violence on the Temple Wount was the last thing Israel could possibly 

want. The only parties that stood to gain from th8 tragic eveats in Jersualem were 

the Iraqi dictator and hie retinue of Pto cheerleaders. This wae confirmed by 

Sad&m Hussein himself in hi5 gloating reaction to the Temple Mount incident: 

"we only wed, god willing, to throw sand in their eyes, blinding them. Pot 

an elsqhant to leave th8 forest as a small areature or a rejected animal, it 

only needs some sand to enter its no18.~ 
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That was a quote from Baghdad's domestic service of 9 October 1990. The PLO set 

the trap and many fell into it. 

But the atory begins earlier than that. Interestingly, the Security Council 

was convened tbree days before the Temple Mount t+ ‘%:Ey. After a week of 

harangUing susceptible members of the Security Co I1 in late September, the PLO 

marraged finally to have the Council convene on Friday 5 October. 

The pretext was so flimsy, however, that Mr. Kaddoumi, with all his verboeity, 

really had nothing to say other than to deny tbe Holocaust. His only reference to 

the iseue at hand was tbisr Israel, he said, had perpetrated a massacre “in the 

But&j refugee camp in the Gasa district" (WPV.2945. D. 13-ti)r PO more and no 

1886. Well, there uas no %iwsacre’* in el-Bureij, just as there was no worsening 

situation in the territories to speak of, and therefore no justifiable reason to 

00nVeas the Council in the first place. 

Mr. Kaddourai, of course, character3stically neglected to remember or mention 

the uncomfortable circllmstances, from his point of view, that did occur in 

el-8ureij. 80 neglected to mention that an Israeli civilian was lynched by a mob 

which torahed his car ana watched him slowly burn alive. 
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We, of course. anticipated this omission and prepared our statement 

accordingly - after all, we have been to this movie many times before - and we 

pointed out to the members of the Council what really took place in the Bureij 

camp. The PLO had difficulty with that. 

In their befuddled right of reply the PLO delegation demonstrated that, lo and 

behold, they did know about the lynching of the Israeli they so innocently 

neglected to mention in their statement. In fact, they suddenly remembered every 

detail about it; they gave a complete rendition of the events which led up to the 

chilling murder, and topped it off by blaming Israel for planning the lynching. 

Then they said: this is why we convened the Council, to stop this kind of criminal 

act. Lovely. What else should Israel be blamed for* Well, we have been to this 

movie also and to its rerun during the debate on the tragedy at the Temple Mount on 

Monday. It happens to be the oldest trick in the book: blame the victim. 

The mismanaged charade on 5 October was quite costly. It almost seemed as if 

the PLO bid to manufacture the big diversion of the Security Council, to wrench it 

away from the focus on Iraq, was about to backfire. But the stakes were high. The 

PLO needed this diversion very badly, as it needed to entrench the wonderful idea 

of "linkage" - that Iraq's blitzkrieg into the Arab State of Kuwait was somehow 

Israel's fault. 

The PLO had its own rea,zons for being so frantic. Hard times befell the 

organisation; its ongoing campaign of violence against Israel, instead of 

exploding, was imploding, turning against itself. Its activists began gunning down 

r--k r.L-r --a L..^l--l- Î t.p6i --.--r*--I--- --a--- ww.-.* "-..a. YYY . ..+4.8..bUII v* - &-0B*~~cI‘1*~.,J, W11CtL1101 irr Zucbe, Samaria and the 

Gaza district or in the streets of Lebanon. The so-called intifadah was grinding 

to a halt. Arab States began sponsoring and funding the other "sole legitimate 

representatives" competing with the PLC. The dwindling fortunes of the PLO 
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plummeted even further as a result of its whole-hearted cupport for Saddam 

Hussein's threats to gas Israel's population, it.: bTc:k; 1g of terrorist attacks 

against Israel and other Arab countries, and its role in Iraq's rape of Kuwait. 

Never before has the PLO been more isolated. Its exuberance in embracing the 

brutal invasion of Kuwait was shocking. Many of the Arab States entrenched their 

hostility towards this fickle terrorist organisation and angrily turned their backs 

on its leaders. Arab opinion-makers chastised the PLO as nothing more than a group 

of back-stabbers, a fifth column which betrayed the people of Kuwait and everyone 

else. Both Arafat and Saddam were in big trouble. Something had to be done. It 

was time to play the “blame Israel" game, and this time successfully. 

Then came the terrible incident on the Temple Mount. What a strange 

coincidence: what an opportunity for the PLO and Hussein to escape the brink of the 

abyss they had backed themselves into, and just in the nick of time. 

They managed to touch off a storm of violence on the Temple Mount, for all the 

world to see, for all their adversaries to be baffled by. They knew perfectly well 

that this was the last thing Israel needed, and the last thing anyone hoping to 

dislodge Iraq's aggression could possibly hope for. They also knew perfectly well 

that no matter how blatant the provocation, no matter how violent the attack on 

Jews and no matter where or when, even at the holiest site of Judaism, they would 

get away with it. They knew perfectly well that this was a risk-free investment, 

that no one would ever mention the provocation and that Israel alone would be 

blamed. 

not mention it. And if Israel mentions it, you blame Israel for planning the 
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lynching. Either way, Israel gets blamed, and the terrorist organisation escapes 

scat-free. This is the way the game has always been played and this is the way the 

debate on the Temple Mount tragedy was conducted. 

It was quite a remarkable sleight of hand deceptively to transform a 

J,OOO-strong Palestinian mob intent on attacking Jewish worshippers into "innocent 

worshippers" themselves. And it was an even more remarkable feat to be able to 

blame Israel for having planned the whole incident, even though . directly negated 

Israel's interests. But then again, this is the oldest trick in the book and it is 

nothing short of outrageous. 

As a result of this debate the PLO now feels vindicated. They got away with 

the lynching in el-Bureij and blamed Israel for it. They got away with the 

provocation at the Western Wall and blamed Israel for it. As far as the PLO is 

concerned, crime pays. 

Accordingly, efforts to ignite more violence have now heightened 

dramatically. New instructions have been issued ordering the Palestinian 

population to escalate the level of violence. The population is being incited 

through leaflets to "treat every Jew . . . as a target to be killed, whose blood and 

money are for the taking"; 20. 21 and 22 October were the days especially 

designated for killing Jews. Arafat's Fatah organisation has instructed its 

activists to resort to firearms and is goading the population to slash Israelis 

with knives. The direct result is the current stabbing rampage throughout Israel 

and erpecially in Jerusalem. On 21 October in Jerusalem's Baka neighbourhood an 

Arab wielding a lb-incn DayOnet aiashcd i Jews, irrciuziirry * iir*ritiriri-$ljai-olt h;y. 

Three of them were stabbed to death. The policeman who encountered the Arab lost 

his life only because he spared the assailant and shot him in the legs. He did not 

shoot to kill and was killed himself. Yasser Arafat's elite terrorist arm, 

Force 17, rushed to claim credit for the attack. 
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The Voice of the PLO, broadcastinq from Baghdad, praised and celebrated the 

attacker in these words: 

"One of the heroes of the revolution committed a courageous and heroic act, 

when he stabbed with a sharp object four Zionists in Jerusalem killing three 

and severely wounding the fourth." 

Since then, in a span of three days, six additional terrorist attacks against Jews 

have taken place, with knives, bayonets, an axe and a sledgehammer, injuring seven 

more people. 

The PLO is murdering Jews with impunity, right now. And somehow they will 

find a way to blame Israel for these killings as well. The fact that the Security 

Council still finds it appropriate to condemn Israel tonight will serve an further 

proof to the PLO that crime does pay. 
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On Friday 5 October, three days prior to the attack on the Western Wall, I 

warned the Council that the calm prevailing in Judea, Samaria and the Gaaa district 

was not in the interest of the PLO. I emphasized that the BLO was working 

frantically to breathe new life into the moribund unrest, to ignite passions and 

instigate violence, that it prayed for bloodshed and wanted the situation to 

deteriorate. 

. That was on Friday. The violence on the Temple Mount was touched off on 

bs0narry. After the attack the Palestinian leadership openly congratulated itself on 

its success, proclaiming that the Israeli police "played into their hands". One 

Arab Ambassador to the United Nations remarked that the Temple Mount incident was 

"an attempt on the part of Saddam Hussein and the PLO to divert attention from 

the Kuwaiti crisis . . . We can see the instructions coming out from 

Saddam Hussein to the people there and received by his collaborators to 

escalate the violence." 

That statement was broadcast by CNN on 9 October 1990. 

Another Arab official, the commander of an armoured brigade statfonea in the 

Gulf region, told reporters that the tragedy was an outgrowth of Yasser Arafat’s 

afforto to open a SeCOBd front against the commander's country and the PLO'8 -rush 

to be the first to demonstrate their support of Saddam HussehP. 

Resolution 672 (1990) was adopted notwithstanding all this. The diversion 

that was achieved and the tendentioue content and tone of that resolution were 

quite obvious. 

The rush to judgement before all the fact8 were known was bad enouqh. 

Ignoring the provocation, the massive attack on Jewish worshippers at the Western 

Wall, and indeed completely disregarding any mention of it in the resolution, was 

wan worse. Choosing to condemn not the perpetrators of the violence but rather 

the reaction to it was scandalous. Pressuring the Council to send a mission to 
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ascertain the facts - but only after the arbitrary verdict had already been handed 

down - can hardly be characterised as a model of fairness. Israel regrets both the 

content and the tone of resolution 672 (1990). 

We were shocked and saddened by the violence at the Western Wall and other 

Holy Places, the assault on Jewish worshippers and the gross abuse of their freedom 

of worship; we deeply regret the casualties and the loss of life. 

Israel has appointed an independent commission of inquiry consisting of three 

prominent public figures. The commission i8 investigating the incident and will 

shortly present its finding8 and conclusions on the chain of events, their causes 

and the actions of Israel'8 security forces. The commission has been working day 

an& night for over a week now investigating and hearing witnesses from all sides, 

both Arabs and Jews. 

The security Council requested the Secretary-General to submit a report to it 

before the end of October. Israel has expressed its readiness to assist the 

Secretary-General in the preparation of his report. Yet, let us remember that 

Israel, like any other sovereign State, is the exclusive authority in the territory 

under its control. Even by the terms of reference of resolution 672 (19901, which 

refer to the Fourth Geneva Convention, Israel is the exclusive authority in the 

territory under it8 control. This is definitely the case in Israel'8 capital, 

Jerusalem. 

The long haggling over how to condemn Israel was a political exercise bearing 

no relation to the merits of the case. This was all the more apparent in tbe 

glaring contrast between the month-long obses8ion with Israel and the total 

inaction of the Security Council and the callous indifference in the face of the 

massive atrocities taking place in the latest butchery in Lebanon. 
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Xt took the Syrians only six hours to complete the most atrocious single 

battle of the 15-year war in Lebanon. Up to 1,000 people, if not more, were 

slaughtered in the battle and its aftermath, and more than 1.500 were wounded. 

Seven hundred Lebanese Christians, innocent civilians and military captives alike, 

were executed by the Syrians and their proxies. Survivors were rounded up by 

Syrian troops and shot in the head, the eyes or mouth at close range, many after 

being bound hand and foot2 others were mutilated beyond recognitions some were 

beheaded. Syrian troops broke into monasteries and raped nuns in front of their 

colleaguen. Their proxies raided hundreds of homes in the Christian enclave, 

butchering civilians in the presence of their families. On 21 October unidentified 

gunmen broke into the house of Christian leader Dani Chamoun before dawn and shot 

him to death along with his wife and two of his children. According to the 

family's governness: 

"The little 01~8~ Julian. ran into his room and hid under the bed, but one of 

the men followed him and shot him in the mouth and head." 

Where wore the members of the Security Council in all of this? Where was the 

outcry? Where were the demands for fact-finding missions7 What about the need to 

investigate the executions and atrocities, the magnitude of which, thanks to 

Syrian-style democracy, will probably never be known? While the bloodbath began 

more than a week ago and continues as we speak, the forces hostile to Israel, 

between sightseeing trips to New England, still dicker with members of the Security 

Council over how best to continue condemning Israel. In the light of this glaring 

hypocrisy, bow can anyone in his right mind expect isreei to participate happily in 

ita own victimisation? 

Since the term *'linkage" ha8 been uaed freely in pro-Iraqi circles, let us 

subject this presumption to serious analysis. The attempts to manufacture a 
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linkage between Iraq's brutal obliteration of its tiny neighbour and Israel's 

position in Juaea, Samaria and the Caza district have reached a crescendo during 

this debate. Cynically contrived by Saddam Hussein, this purported linkage is 

being resisted by the majority of the international community. The PLO convened 

this isession, among other reasons, in order further to entrench this concept. 

The assertion is that Iraq's aggression against Kuwait is somehow comparable 

to the Arab-Israeli war of June 1967 and that Iraq should be pitied for being 

punished by the international community, since for 23 years, they now assert, 

Israel's purported aggression failed to draw the same international response. 

Justice and legality are indivisible, so the argument goes, and Iraq, therefore, is 

under no obligation to comply vith international law and the mandatory resolutions 

of the Security Council, since, for 23 years. nothing has been done about Israel's 

actions. 

I wish to state the folloving for the record. By June 1967 the armies of 

several Arab States had completed the encirclement of the State of Israel. 

Hundreds of thousands of troops, thousands of tanks and hundreds of combat aircraft 

assembled on Israel's vulnerable borders in a ring of steel vith the declared aim 

of crushing the Jewish State. Egypt, Syria and Jordan uere in full mobiliaation. 

Troops from Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Algeria streamed towards the fronts. On 

the morning of 5 June 1967 war broke out in &e Sinai peninsula. Later that 

morning Jordan opened fire on Jerusalem. Even after the shells crashed, Israel 

implored Jordan to stay out of the war. 
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King Hussein spurned this official message from Israel, delivered through a United 

Nations intermediary, and launched an all-out attack along the armistice lines with 

Israel. As Israel’s then Foreign Minister, Mr. Abba Eban, told the General 

Assembly on 26 June 1967: 

, I  . . . Jordan opened intensive and destructive war upon Israel on 5 June, 

without israel having fired a single shot against any Jordanian citizens, 

. without Israel having touched an inch of Jordan territory. 

I. . . . 

“Jordan . . . had gambled with destiny and incurred the full 

responsibility of unprovoked war.” (AlPV.1536 PQ. 46, 47) 

This chain of events was confirmed in substance by General Odd Dull, the Chief 

of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision Orgaoixation in Palestine (UNTSO) 

until 1970, and by King Hussein himself. The King acknowledged the receipt of 

. 
Israel’s message in an interview published in Der on 4 September 1967. 

Twenty-three years later history is being contorted. To argue today that 

Israel was the aggressor in 1967 is tantamount to asserting in the year 2013 that 

it was Kuwait which invaded Iraq. 

While Iraq committed an unprovoked act of aggression by the uee of force 

expressly prohibited under Article 2, paragraph 4, of the United Nations Charter, 

Israel resorted to the use of force in lawful exercise of its inherent right of 

self-defence recognised under Article 51 of the Charter. Moreover, in Iraq’s case 

the fact5 are just the opposite. Iraq was never threatened by Kuwait; no act of 

armed aggression was launched against Iraq by Kuwait. Iraq executed its 

premeditated war of aggression for economic and territorial reasons. 

While Iraq invaded the territory of a recognised sovereign State, Israel, as a 

result of the Six Day War, administers the territories of Judea, Samaria and the 

Gaaa district that were under no defined rights of sovereignty, because the Arab 
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armies that illegally crossed the international boundaries on 14 May 1948 were in 

clear violation of general international law, and illegally occupied territory of 

the former British mandate over Palestine. 

The use of force is permitted only in the exercise of the inherent right of 

self-defence. Iraq clearly did not act in self-defence. P.ather, Iraq tried to 

gain political dividends through aggression. The basic principle of international 

law, ex iniurio ius non oritur, applies in such a case: a right cannot flow from a 

wrong. In other words, Iraq, under international law, has no right to any 

political gains aa a prize for its aggression. Israel, on the other hand, has the 

right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries. 

For these reasons, there is no similarity and no linkage between Iraqi 

aggression in Kuwait and Israel’s position in Judea, Samaria and the Gasa district. 

As for the purported double standard, Security Council resolution 660 (1990) 

determined clearly and unequivocally that Iraq’s invasion of &wait constitutes a 

breach of internatfonal peace and security. The resolution applies the relevant 

rules under Chapter VII of the Charter as a consequence. 

On the other hand, resolution 242 (1967) employs no such terminology. 

Israel’s use of force was not condemned by the international community. Rather 

resolution 242 (1967) affirms the right of every State in the area to “live in 

peace within secure and recognised boundaries”. 

Resolution 242 (1967) calls for the withdrawal from “territories”, and not 

from “the territorfes”, and couples its affirmation of the withdrawal principle 

with that of each Btate’s right to secure boundaries. %irii~i~ ii; the .yIy-..--w- 3% -arr*..*4fim 

there any reference to the w auo ante, since the armistice demarcatija lines 

were neither %onndariesH, nor “secure”, nor @‘recognised” and had been breached by 

the Arab States. Resolution 660 (1990), on the other hand, demands that Iraq 

withdraw immediately and unconditionally from all the territory of Kuwait. 
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Resolution 242 (1967) affirms the principle of secure boundaries. Since the 

actual meaning of this is disputed by the parties, it must be settled in the 

context of negotiations. Arab States point to the statement of principles calling 

for withdrawal but are quick to ignore the other statement of principles which 

applies to them. It calls for the 

"Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and 

acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political 

independence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace 

within secure and recognised boundaries free from threats or acts of force". 

Resolution 242 (1967) set forth the guiding principle8 for all sides to 

follow, not for one side only. Israel is definitely under no obligation to do 

anything unilaterally prior to the completion of negotiations and the achievement 

of an agreed settlement which includes the termination of the state of belligerency 

maintained against it for over 42 years. Israel has accepted resolutions 

242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Iraq has rejected with derision every Security Council 

resolution roltiting to it. 

There is, consequently, no comparison whatsoever between the two situations. 

Unlike Iraq's, Israel's actions were fully justified in international law. 

Iraqi-PLO claims that a double standard exists are baseless. The implication that 

frag invaded and ennexed Kuwait in order to solve the question of Palestine is 

utterly absurd. 

The sponsors of this debate and the draft resolution before us have one 

overteacbing purpoae in mbd. They are not interested in the peaceful resolution 

of the conflict. The mutual coexistence of Arabs and Jev8, the Arab States and 

Israel, and Israelis and Palestinian Arabs, is a dream they refuse to share. 

Rather, their purpose is to browbeat Israel by exacerbating tensions. They still 

believe that violence is the only means to achieve victory. 
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Sadly, the curreflt debate has fanned the flames of tension aad enmity and 

certainly has not contributed to the ideal of peace 8 as evidenced by the brutal 

rampage in Jerusalem and throughout the country. It is my hope that these 

observations will be taken into account in the statements and votfag decisions of 

members. 
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m-PJ3-r The next speaker is the representative of Palestine, upon 

whom I Aow call. 

Mr, (Palestine)(iAterpretation from Arabic): The Security 

Council deals today with a specific issue, namely, the Israeli Government's 

rejection of Security Council resolution 672 (1990) an1 its refusal to receive the 

mission OF the Secretary-General, of which the members were officially informed by 

the Secreta-y-General last Friday. 

Before tackling that issue, however, I should first like to make a few 

preliminary remarks concerning the chain of events in the Council that has led up 

to today's meeting. 

As tbe plaintiff, the injured party, in this affair, we cannot help but note 

with sorrow the extremely slow pace of the Security Council in dealing with this 

issue, 80 slow that it staDas out in blatant contrast to the alacrity and vitality 

with which the Council dealt with other issues. 

#or cam we help Aoticing with a great deal of sorrow the ploys and 

machinations which have been resorted to with a view to preventing the Council from 

properly discharging its responsibilities. Those ploys etd machinations which raA 

aounter to logic, all norms p.nd the Council's mandate, vitiate all the 

self-congratulatory assertions regarding the new role and spirit of the Council, 

l %aless, of course, such assertions do not apply when it comes to tbe causes of the 

peoples in the South which have Aothing to dr with the interests of the Uorth. 

Once again, I must say that we ceAnot but note with great sorrow the positions 

and Statements Of some of the eminent an8 highly responsible per6aas ia the 

Security Council who have beeA advieing the Israeli officials on bow to receive the 

Secretary-Genera?' s miseiorr while circumventing the Council's resolution 

672 (1990). We note all this while we are at the same time perfectly aware that 

the overwhelming majority of the Council'e members take quite a different position 

and express quite different attitudes. 
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Notwithstanding all that, however, we are well aware that in order for the 

Security CZouncil to deal in earnest with the situation in the Middle East and the 

question of Palestine that overwhelming majority must be transformed into 

unanimity. We, for our part, stand ready to pursue practical courses of action and 

to adopt reasonable positions in order to facilitate that transformation from 

overwhelming majority to unanimity. In our opinion, the onus now is on those who 

stand outside the majority to demonstrate the necessary willingness and readiness, 

beginning with the necessary seriousness that is a sine aua non for dealing 

successfully with the problem. 

Prior to the Council's adoption of resolution 672 (19901, we stated here that 

we did not expect Israel to comply with the minimal provisions that resolution 

contained, and that that would ultimately mean that the Council would be obliged to 

discuss the matter once again. That has proved true. We have made msny other 

statemasts, some of which reflected the position we took and which called for the 

formation of the mission directly by the Security Council. Events have proved that 

that too was right. 

We do not say this merely to score points. We say it so that we may draw 

useful lessons and necessary conclusions. The first conclusion we must draw from 

the present situation is that Israel is in flagrant violation of the provisions of 

the United Nations Charter. It has rejected and continues to reject every Security 

Council resolution relating to the situation in the occupied territories and the 

question of Palestine, such as those relating to the status of Al-Quds, the illegal 

settlements, the deportations and the applicability of the Fourth Gemeva 

Convention, etc. In so doing, Israel has demonstrated for all to see its desire to 

swallow up the occupied territories. This intention is, in fact, the cornerstone 

of Israeli policy. 
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I would refer here to the only salient sentence in the fsraeli 

repreeentative'a statament, in his evaluation of resolution 242 (19671, and the 

absence therein of the definite article. This ia a matter that, I believe. 

directly and particularly concerns you. 

Israel will not change its position or its rejection of the COUnCil'S 

resolution8 until it is made to understand clearly that the international convaunity 

represented here in the Council totally and completely rejects its position and 

insists on enforcing its resolutions aa imposing them on Israel. 
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Only such a stand by the Security Council would compel the Israeli leaders to 

reconsider their racist expansionist policies. 

On the basis of such an understanding we welcome the draft resolution that is 

before the Council today. It will be the Security Council's first step towards 

demonstrating the seriousness of its intent to deal with the rebellion by Israel. 

We hope that it will send a clear signal that the Council intends to use the 

available mechanisms to enforce its resolutions and to make the% legally binding. 

More specifically, we speak of applying the provisions of Chapter VII of the 

Charter. 

Our second conclusion i8 that, so far as the substance is concerned, the 

Council should not shirk its responsibilities by laying them et the door of eny 

other party, albeit the Secretaty-General of the United Nations. That simply would 

not be a SOllltiOn. Zn such a Situation the Council would be asking the 

Secretary-General personally, either to face up to the rebellious insurgency of 

Israel, inetead of the Council or to bargain with Israel, which would be contrary 

to the position of the Council and the behest8 of international legitimacy. 

ObViOUSlyr that ie something the Secretary-General cannot do. 

We reiterate here our full confidence in the Secretary-General, 

Mr, Jades Perer de Cuellar, end we reiterate what we have told Bin, officially and 

formally - that in this regard we ate ready to co-operate fully with him and with 

the mission, even t&o*-jh, a8 we have said already, we are not fully satisfied with 

resolution 672 (1990) on the grounds that it is inadequate. 

The thirri conciueiti~ Is &At A=2 -I -------1 Lb --***(h Cau*ll conaibera. in a&ut a 

week from now, the report containing the Secretary-General's recommsndatione end 

conclusion8 68 to the beat ray6 end meaLI8 of protecting the Paleetinien people 

under Israeli occupation - the Council will have to deal with the question of 

protecting the Palestinian people in real earneat and not through any routine 
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affirmation regarding the applicability af the Fourth Geneva Convention to the 

occupied territories. including Al-Quds. The Security Council will have to adopt 

concrete measures that will be capable of forcing the occupation authority to abide 

by the provisions of the Convention and the Security Council's resolution. The 

Council must prove that it is true to its position , which is that all these 

Territories are under occupation. 

We need tangible, physical measures - for instance, a peace force deployed in 

the occupied Territories to observe the situation and to submit the necessary 

reports to the Council and to the Secretary-General. Without such measures and 

such concrete action any talk of providing protection would, frankly, be an 

exercise in futility, and would not indicate any determination on the part of the 

Council to Qut an end to the OCCupatiOn authority’s atrOCiouS actions against my 

people. 

I must express our sincere thanks to the delegations of Colombia, Cuba, 

Malaysia ax% Yemen for submitting the draft resolution contained in document 

S/31993 and for their persistent and principled support for the eause of justice 

and for our people. It is my duty also to thank the other non-aligned States 

members of this Council for their support. We are fully confident that in the 

future they will continue their solidarity with our people in its struggle. In 

this comection, another matter of great importance to us is support for Africa. 

We stand by Africa, and Africa stands by us. 

I have, indeed, to thank all the members of the Oecurity Council. I do 80 on 

occupation forces and to re-establish its right to self-determination and its right 

to exercise sovereignty in its own Otate , whose capital is the Arab Qude. In 

tlmnking the whole Council, I should like to express our hope that the draft 

resolution that is before it will be adopted unanimously. 
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In conclusion, I congratulate all members of the Council aad the 

Secrekary-General on the United Nations Day. which we hope will be a new milestone 

of accomplishment on the road to peace and prosperity in this world. 

~PRESIQENT: On behalf of the Secretary-General and on my own behalf, 

I thank the representative of Palestine for his remarks about United Ptations Day, 

which may, indeed, find the Council united. 

The next speaker is the representative of Sudan. I invite him to take a place 

at the Council table and to make his statement. 

Mr. (Sudan) (interpretation from Arabic)8 Allow me at the outset, 

Mr. President, to extend to you the congratulations of my delegation on your 

assumption of the presidency of the Council for this month. We are confident that, 

with your skill and experience, you will lead the Council, during the remaining 

part of your period in office, in a manner that will ensure success for the Council 

in the discharge of the tasks entrusted to it, and that in these critical 

circumstances it will achieve the desired tesult5. 

S take this opportunity also to express our thanks to your pfedece8t!or, 

Ambassador Vorontsov, the permanent representative of the Soviet Union, for the 

excellent way in which he conaucted the work of the Council laet month. 
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My Government has condemned Israel most etrongly ou its massacre oE 

Palestinians in the Al-Aqsa Mosque on 8 October this year. I wish to repeat here 

Sudaa’s condemnation and its disgust at the continued racist brutal Israeli 

practices against the inhabitants of the occupied Palestinian and Arab territories, 

in complete defiance of, and utter disregard for, all the norms of international 

law. 

‘She massacre perpetrated by Israel in Al Haram Al-Sharif and Israel’s 

continued acts of repression and oppression in Jerusalem, a holy city which is 

voAerated by the followers of three religions; Islam, Christianity and Judaism; 

reaffkrms Israel’s disregard for Jerusalem’8 sacred nature. 

We listened with wonder a few minutes ago to the futile attempt5 by Israel's 

repredentative to justtfy I~iael’s crimes. It is estonishing to be told that live 

ammunition was fired on unarmed people in self-defence. Can aAyone really believe 

the claim that regular armed troops would open fire in self-defence on boy8 

carrying only sticks and stones? 

The allegation that the massacre war3 the result of an attempt to distract 

attention from the dispute in the Gulf is not worthy of comment. We also wonder 

what relation there is betveeo the assassination of Dani Chamoun and the issue 

under consideration today. Does the Israeli representative vast us to believe that 

the pefpetratloa of crime8 anyuhere in the world should be justification for 

Israel's committing mere crimes againrrt the Peleetiaiaa people? 

There are well-known and established principles of justice and right and norms 

of international lav. that must be IrpC- in right in A+slf~g sf'& A~- bbm Isr66ii-Arab 

conflict. At the heart of the conflict is the question of Palestine. Previous 

speakers have spared me the need to deal with all those principle8 end norms. 

bwever, there are certain principles that we must reiterate again and again, and I 
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should like briefly to state some of them from the point of view of the people and 

Government of Sudan. 

First, the city of Jerusalem, Al-Quds. is an integral part of the occupied 

Palestinian territories and still is the capital of the State of Palestine. Here 

we recall reaolutions 476 (1960) and 478 (1980), declaring null and void the "basic 

lav" of Israel designating Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. 

Secondly, t&e Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian 

Persona in Time of War, of 1949, applies to the Arab territories occupied by Israel 

since 1967, including Al-Quds. 

Thirdly, Sudan urges the international community and the United Nations, 

represented in this Council, to support the Palestinian people in regaining its 

inalienable national rights, including its right to return to its homeland, its 

right to eelf-determination and its right to establish its independent State on Its 

land, under the leadership of its sole legitimate representative, the Palestine 

Liberation Organioation (PLO). 

Fourthly, the Middle Eaet region will never knov peace until Israel has 

withdrawn from all of the occupied Palestinian aad Arab territories. including Holy 

Al-Quds, aad until a comprehensive, just and lasting eolution to the Palestiaiaa 

question is reached. That question is at the heart of the Areb-fefaeli conflict, 

and unless it is solved through the convening of an international peace conference 

on the Middle East, under United Nations auspices , with the participation of all 

the patties to the conflict, including the PLO, there will be no peace in the 

Piftbly, Sudan expects the Council to discharge its reepoaeibilities ie 

dealing witb international issues according to one criterion based on 

international legitimacy and the United Nation6 Charter - in order to sttemgthen 
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the principles of the United Nations and reinforce its credibility, which has 

gained momentum recently owing to d&ente and international co-operation. 

In the light of the recent development, namely Israel's defiance of resolution 

672 (19901, of 12 October. and its refusal to accept the Secretary-General's 

mission of inguiry provided for by that resolution, the Council must today measure 

up to what is expected of it and impose sanctions on Israel in conformity with the 

provisions of Chapter VII of the Charter. 

The eyes of the whole world are now on the Council and the world waits to see 

the result of these meetings and the protracted official and unofficial 

con8ultatioas. We hope that all will live up to the responsibilities entrusted to 

the Council for the maintenance of international peace and security. 

The: I thank the representative of Sudan for his kind words 

addresoed to the presidency. 

The representative of the Syrian Arab Republic has asked to speak. I invite 

him to take a place at the Council table and to make his statement. 
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& EL-a (Syrian Arab Republic) (interpretation from Arabic): Xn 

his statement 8 few moments ago the representative of Israel tried to divert the 

Couneil*s attention from the horrible crime committed by Israeli occupying forces 

in tho Holy Places of Al-Quds. We had the impression as we listened to his long 

statement that, more than anytbirig else, it was a kind of comedy aimed at the 

security Couucil. He would like simply to do away with the very fair resolutions 

that have emerged from the Council regarding Israel's conduct in the Holy Places. 

Ris aim was to at;.enuate the Council's unanimous, 8' -)licit condemuation. He 

invoked totally unfounded rumours in an attempt to respond to that condemnation. 

InOsed, the rumours he referred to have been propagated by circles whose inimical 

iotentfons toward6 Lebanon and Syria me well-knoun. These ill-intentioned rumours 

originated with Israeli agents who were trying to hide what Israel is doing in the 

occupied territories. 

Elan the Israeli representative forgotten the series 3f massacres that started 

with Dair Yasin and Raft ~aeaom? Those massacres have never stopped. 

!I3za prsf+crDt Israeli Qrime Minister wan the head of the Stern Gang, which 

plotted the sreassioat~on of Count Bernadette, who had been sent to Palestine by 

tlu IJnited iiations am mediator to solve the Palestine problem. Was he called to 

account for that deed? Did the Security Council take the necessary measures to 

call Israel to account for that crime? Israel did not pemit the assassin to cmue 

her% to &a jdged. We have proof of the part that Shamir played in the preparation 

of that ariam, the amsssinatioa of Count Dernadotte. 

m could #pen4 night after night in the Security Council reciting the tales of 

Imtael'~ criminal acts. We have all the necessary files, but I do not have them 

bore with am now. 
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IS we btriztly apply the provisions of the rourth Geneva Convention, Israel’s 

actiors fall within the purview of international criminal law. Under article9 146 

and 147 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, the Israeli leaders who order or carry out 

these actions must be prosecuted and brought to justice, anywhere in the world. 

The international community cannot forgive Itxael’s war crimes under the Fourth 

Geneva Convention. Indeed, the Council has invoked that Convention in each of it8 

deciaious. because Israel is not complying with the Gonvention’s provisions. 

Ws trust the day will come when the Couocil will use the proper name to 

describe these crimes - Waely, war crimes like those committed by the Naais who 

were brought to trial. 

If we really want to help Lebanon, Israei must immediately and uncondftiotally 

withdraw from South Lebanon, in accordance with the numerous United Nations 

resolution8 so that Lebanon can regain its sovereignty. 

These accusation6 against Syria by the representative of Israel are indeed 

paradoxical. ft icr 6yria that is doing its beet to restore Lebanese legitimacy. 

It io Syria &bat in a brotherly opirit and in an open way came to Lebanon to put 

&own a rebellion whose victims have been more than 2,000 Lebanese civilians. 

1stae1 tr&ed to accwe our heroic soldiers, who have been supporting Lebanon’s 

legitimacy of violating the sanctity of religiourr places and taking action against 

men of the cloth. I would only say that Syria respects all relAgiona in Lebanon - 

principally the Christian and Maroaite religioae. We have tiled to put an end to 

this bloodtrhed between the Lebanese, whatever their religion. And we have 

auoceded in ending the civil ?IS~ ie Lebszm. ---- Sprk 1GGt e140~ ficiitiiQr8 ia this 

effort to restore peace and unity to Lebanon and to overcome attempts to divide and 

partition Lebanon. I think that this is what upsets the represeatative of Israel. 

He is also upret by the international unanimity on accepting the TaiF agreement 
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and the beginning of the implementation of that agreement. I think he ia 

particulac:y upset that the legitimate Lebanese authorities un&er President Hrawi 

are now in control over the Lebanese soil. 

What Israel fears is the stage when the Lebanese authorities will be able to 

drive the occupiers out of southern Lebanon with every possible means. 

~PRESIDENT~ It is my understanding tbat the Security Council is ready 

to vote on the draft resolution before it. Unless I hear any objection, I shall 

put the draft resolution to the Vote POW. 

There being no objection, it is 80 decided. 

I shall first call on those members of the Council who wish to make statem8nta 

b8fOce the Voting. 

Mt. (Y8m8a) (interpretation from Arabic); It 8hOuld have b88n 

unnecessary to conwane this meeting of the Security Council today. No draft 

resolution should have been needed. We wet8 expecting - indeed, we were eager - to 

receive the Secretary-General's report that was supposed to be submitted to us 

tomorrow. 

But the Council has had to convene this meeting because Israel has 

oategoricalfy and e-licitly rejected it8 resolution 672 (1990) an& beCaUSe Israel 

has publicly and categorically refused to receive the Secretary-General's mission 

or to allou the United Nations to erercise eny activity in the city of Al-Quds. 

In paragraph 3 of bier letter, the Israeli representative says that there is a0 

pert of Al-@& tbat is occupied territoryl that Al-Ouds is the aoversfga capital 

-- - --a &C-L 

Nation8 in any matter related to Al-Quds is unacceptable, and so on end so forth. 
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Israel rejected Security Council resolution 632 (1990) despite the fact that 

it, to a certain degree, took account of Israel's sensitivities yis -* - a v4 the 

security Council. Resolution 672 (1990) did not call for the establishment of a 

Security Council mission to investigate the iarfdent in Al-Quds, because Israel 

refuses to deal with the Security Council. In resolution 672 (1990) the Security 

Council did not dare even to make a direct request to the Secretary-General to send 

a misuion to Al-Quds. because Israel refuses to h&ve anything to do with Security 

Council resolutions, which are legally binding. 
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The Security Council resolution discreetly welcomed the Secretary-General's 

decision to send a mission to Tarael, and with some courage it called upon him to 

submit a report and recommendations as a result of the visit. Even so, Israel 

rejected the resolution and the mission. 

That is why we are meeting here today to adopt yet another resolution urging 

Israel to receive the mission of the Secretary-General and again request the 

Secretary-General to submit his report on the Al-Quds incident and his 

recommendations and conclusions in accordance with the statement that you, 

Mr. President, have read out. 

We await the report of the Secretary-General. We do hope that this time we 

shall receive the report before the end of the month, as called for in the draft 

resolution. 

The Israeli representative and Government have repeatedly accused us of trying 

to link tbe Gulf crisis with the question of Palestine and the situation in the 

Yi&Ble East. The truth is that we are merely trying to establish a link between 

the Security Council and Israel. Israel'@ refusal to deal with tbo Security 

Council and to implement its resolutions is the crun of the problem. 

Uow, when the Security Council has begun to adopt its resolutions unanimously, 

it is necessary for Israel to reconsider tbe way in which it deals with Seeurfty 

Council resolutions. For our part, on tbe one haad, we expect the Counail not to 

establish a link between the Gulf crisis and the question of Palestine but to 

attempt to compel Israel to co-operate with the Council; on the other, we expect 

the Security Council to adopt coherent. uniform positions y.ia -‘a a via all those who 

gi&&lse to cozj$y w?tb *w" a-" w..-- ---t at.- rroml..Cjn** 

The Israeli representative has attempted to portray Israel aa an innoceot 

State. I would aok the Council how it will handle its reeolution that considers 

the annexation of Al-Quds null and void, and illegal, Though long years have 
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passed since the adoption of that resolution, in utter defiance of the 

international community Israel still considers Al-Quds and the Golan to be parts of 

Israeli territory. 

Is it not our right in the Council to tiemad that Israel respect that Security 

Council resolution, which plainly considers that annexation to be illegal, null and 

void? Is it not our right, if Israel refuees our demand, to adopt additional 

measures to compel Xsreel to abide by that resolution? Why can WQ not mention 

Chapter VII when it comes to dealing with the way in which Israel deals with 

Security Council resolutions? 

Israel is not innocent, a8 it has been pictured by its representative. 

What about withdrawal from the occupied Arab territories, which tbe Israeli 

representative cells Judea end Samaria, both being Jewish names? Is it not the 

Security Council'B right to insist on Israel's withdrawal from t&e oocupied Arab 

territories? 

As I have said, wo await tbet Secretary-general's report which will not only 

cover the incident at ALOuda but will contain also specific recommendations on how 

to protect the Palestiaiana in the occupied territories. This is not an end in 

itoelf. I must hero and now publicly state that we expect the Security Council to 

beglin examining the situation in th8 Middle East and the Palestinian question and 

reopen that file - sooner ot later. 

Them 8x0 no peaceful initiatives on the table right now. There is no peace 

process. That is over and done with. There is no more contact between Washington 

and the Palestinians, no more European initiatives, no initiatives by the 

non-aligned countries. There ir a coalition in the Sc:utity Council, and its five 

permanent members are tackling all tbe issues, as well ns dealing with all the 

volatile issues of the world. Is it not then our right to expect of the Security 

Council a serious consideration of tbir matter7 
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The report to be submitted by the Secretary-General will be only one stop on 

the one-thousand-mile road. 

Mr. BAGBENI ADEITO NZENGEYq (Zaire) (interpretation from French): 

Article 24 (1) of the Charter clearly states that: 

**In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the United Nations, 

its Members confer on the Security Council primary responsibility for the 

aintenance of international peace and security, and agree that in carrying 

out its duties under this responsibility the Security Council acts on their 

behalf." 

The logical consequence of this responsibility that the Member States have 

conferred upon the Security Council can be seen in Article 25 of the Charter, which 

commits all Members of this Organisation to accepting and carrying out the 

decisions of the Security Council in accordance with the Charter. Hence my 

delegation deeply deplorea the negative attitude taken by a Member of our - 

Orgaaiaation, in this case the State of Israel , which, implicated in the massacre 

of 21 Raleatinian6, has refused to accept. a mission from the Secretary-General to 

look into that massacre and draw UQ recommendations for the Security Council to 

protect the rights and fundamental freedoms of Palestinians. This is certainly 

conduat that calls into question the Council's credibility and is both an obstacle 

aad an obstruction to the Council's due exercise of its functions of maintaining 

aad ensuring international peace and security. 

The massacre of 21 Palestinians was condemned by the international community 

a6 a MIe 66 +n eet for which the Israeli authorities alone are respon6ible 

becauee of their use of their armed forces against Palestinian civilim~ who are 

eu~porrec' to he protected by those authorities in the occupied territoriee. 

U&&ever hatred and animority may eXi6t in the relatianehip between the Jewish and 

Palestinian communities in the occupied Arab territories, the Security Council has 
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always called upon the State of Israel to comply with the Geneva Convention 

relevant to the Protection of Civilian Person8 in Time of War, of X949, and in 

particular articles 47 and 49 of same, and to refrain from deporting any 

Palestinian civiliana from the occupied territories. It did 80 in its resolution 

607 (1988) of 5 January 1988, which was adopted unanimously by the members of the 

Council. 

. Resolution 608 (1988) reaffirmed resolution 607 (1988), and called upon Israel 

to rescind the order to deport Palestinian civilians and to ensure the aafe and 

immediate return to the occupied Palestinian territories of thorn already deported. 

. 
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It is thus clear that the Council has never shirked its responsibilities 

regarding Paleetinian civilians , who in some cases are expelled and in others 

massacred on their own territories. It was to put an end to those excesses and 

restore the most legitimate rights of the Palestinian people that the Council 

aaopted resolution 672 (19901, for, like any other people, that people, which is 

enaurlng unspeakable suffering, aspires to peace, security ana respect for its 

rights and fundamental freedoms. 

It was because it wanted to guarantee those freedoms, which have been 

violated, that the Security Council called on the State of Israel to accept a 

mission of inquiry that would determine ways and means ana make recommendations 

with a view to ensuring the protection and security of Palestinians in their own 

territories. 

Faced here wftb a question of principle in terms of the spirit and the 

provisions of the Charter. my delegation strongly supports the present initiative, 

which has emerged from consultations among members of the Councfl leading to the 

proposal submitted to the Council for aecision. 

Zaire will vote in favour of the proposal and appeals to the State of Israel, 

as occupying Power, not to continue to flout the most elementary rights of the 

Pslestioleo people, and to accept the United pations mfssfon. Article 3 of tile 

universe1 Deslatation of Human Rights states unequivocally that “2veryone has the 

tAght to life, liberty and the security of person” , while Article S etates that 90 

enu shall bu subjected to torture or to cruel, inhwnsa or degratltng treatme& or 

ptmirhmuat” , for, as Article 1 of the Declaration states, “All human beings are 

born free and equal in dignity and rigWs’*. (- 217 u). 
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Let me conclude, Sir, by saying bov pleased my delegation is to see you in the 

Chair, and by expressing our deep appreciation of your tireless efforts to maintain 

an atmosphere of calm, understanding and cohesion within the Council. 

~PRE~IDENT~ I thank tbe representative of Zaire for the kind vords he 

addreared to me. 

Lt. w (Malaysia): The draft resolution on which the Council is, 

about to vote would not be necessary but for Israel's rejection of resolution 

672 (1990) and it8 refusal to receive the mission of the Secretary-General. The 

several days' delay in considering thfs draft resolution would not have been 

neceossry if time had not been vasted in arguing whether to adopt a resolution or 

make a statament, when clearly the indefensible defiance of Israel could be 

snsveted only by a resolution. Perhaps that waste of time will prove to be a 

bleseing if all members oou undarstsad hov committed the Council has to be on the 

question of Palestine. This should help the future work of the Council. 

Xsrael baa chosen to ignore resolution 672 (1990), as if Israel ware above the 

law aad not accountable to the Security Council. lo one in the security Council 

ohould try to make light of Israel's defiance. Uembers ot t&i Council and all 

those pterent today have just boon treated to a strong overdose of this in the 

kuting Permanent Representative of Istael*s speech. 

Out draft resolution today throws the onus back upon IsteeL, undetlininq 

firmly lsrael*s obliqfbtions and.the Counail~s insistence that all aspects of 

teselution 672 (1990) be folly complied with. The Council insists that fsrael 

permit the mirsion of tba Secretary-General to proceeb. The nmasaqa im clrrr, %e 

Council is determined that the issue of Palestine aad the occupied territories be 

fully addreseed, vitb the aame comftment aad standards applied to other i&wee. 
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(Mr. lyilllisli. -1 

The Council cannot continue to be in a captive situation in which every 

consideration related to Israel and the protection of the Palestinians fails to 

receive its fully focused attention. So long as Israel feels it can be helped by 

delays and obfuscation it will not take stock and heed the Cou~xil. 

Malaysia also wishes to point out that it is unacceptable that the unanimity 

of the Council should be made an issue to the extent that it becomes an obstacle to 

the Council's correct action. Malaysia is convinced that the position that the 

Council is taking regarding Palestine and the occupied territories enjoys the full 

support of the overwhelming majority of the States Members of the United Nations. 

Thia is the true meaning of international consensus. In this regard, there should 

no longer be room fn the Council for actions that stand in the way of such 

consensus0 The Council must remember the years of neglect on this issue. Our 

action DOW and for the future must be to redress the sins of omission and 

commisaton on Palentine. 

If Xstael is beat on pursuing the dangerous course of closing all t3oora on the 

Palestinian people, establishing so-called order by the brutal use of force and 

responding with guns and blows, it is the responsibility of the Councfl to addtees 

the problem of the safety and protection of the Palestinians in the occupied 

territories, who should be treated with the respect they deserve. The 

responsibility lies entirely with the Council. 

That is why Malaysia and three other non-aligned members of the Council are 

taking this fnitfative now. We look forward to the unanimous support of the 

Council. 
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w (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish): My delegation 

wiabas~ OR United Nations Day , to pay a tribute to the Organisation, which has 

brought such great benefits t6 mankind and from which we expect so many 

achievements in the future. 

Wa viab also to express our thanks and admiration to the Secretary-General, 

Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar, aud to all his selfless and dedicated associates, from 

t&e most important to the apparently less important, 

Once again the Security Council is meeting to consider the situation in the 

Palestinian territories occupied by Israel. More than a week has passed since the 

adoption of resolution 672 (1990). Unfortunately, its provisions have not been 

heeded by Israel, which has adopted a position in defiance of the unanimous, 

dearly oxpraased will of the Council, violating the spirit of Article 25 of the 

Chortor, which eatabliehee the compulsory nature of Security Council decisions for 

l4emhora of the United lations. Compliance with Council decisions is the 

cornerstone on which the maintenance of international peace end eecurity rests. 

Xy delegation cannot uonceive of the existence of the Security Council without 

roopoct for and compl~ence with the decisions it adopts, or if its resolutions ate 

to bo hooded by WIN and disregarded by others. Thie would create a dual morality 

whiob aould not be accepted or condoned. 

Colombia toitetates its condemnation of the aCta of violence committed by the 

Israeli authorities and their refusal to co-operate with the Secretary-General. We 

reject Iatael'n defianae of the Security Council and its conduct, which violates an 

elementary principle of international law - the fulfilment in good faith of 

&ligrti$== ,Ut&* e $!t=t== '1 -----A---- -- yIG~~~-b~ K:tli t&5 L'idtG P&,tihiri Ciiaricer. 
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My dolegation urges the Governznant of Xaraol to reconsider its position and 

abide by resolution 672 (2990). 

Colombia ia a sponsor of the draft resolution before the Security Council tbfs 

evening, and we hope that it will enjoy the unanimous support of the members of the 

Council. 
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Mr. m (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanirb): Tn one of 

hia moat femme novels Charles Dickens referred to the anguish of one of hio 

characters uho was trying to recall the exact location of a given place, an old 

shop, and he explained how, with the passage of time, it grew more and more 

difficult to locate that particular place. The great English writer said that the 

same thing happened with words: the uind carried them away. 

Unfortunately, the Security Council in meeting just a few days after the 

adoption of resolution 672 (1990). We all recall the importance of the statement 

which you, Mr. President, road out to us on behalf of the member6 of the Council 

during the process of the adoption of that resolution. I shell not read it out 

again. Tbo Council now h8s before it another draft resolution which takes into 

account that tiportant 8tatewnt. There is juat one phrase from it of which I wish 

to meko mention. You rofotred to the statement of the Secmtary-General in 

conuection with tho misrion to be ront to the region and the fact that he would be 

~roparing a repot?., vhich, as was stated at #at formel meeting of t&e Council on 

12 October, would be presented not later then -24 October 1990". 

Totlay ir 24 October, Unit& Ltetione Day, end the Security Couac~l at lart ib 

meting to consider &e l ituation areated becauoo of non-co~lisnce with resolution 

672 (1990). My delegation trusts that this body will bo in a porition to adopt the 

&oft te8olution which it ha6 boon our honour to l ubmit in co-spoasorsbip with 

eohxnbia, Malaysia and Yemen. If the Council edopts the draft resolution, it must 

km oharlp umlerrtood that the teprt of the Secretary-Oeaersl doer not eeceseer~ly 

have to be rttbmitted 08 24 October 8~ there are very few hours left of this 

historic dep. As resolutioe 612 (1990) itrolf stated, eed ee w reaffirm with 

ta&p*8 draft resolution, it wuld be befots thh akonth 1a over. Tide happen04 not 

very long ago, so men&era will rtill recall uhat was involved ae4 the date by 
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which the Security Council should receive the Secretary-General’s report. That 

occurred at the moat recent meeting held by the Council in this Chmber. 

At that tima the representative of Israel, sitting near where I am seated now, 

read out an official declaration from his Minister for Foreign Affairs which 

deplorecl the raaolution that had juct been adopted by the Council. 

We know that starting from the time resolution 6-2 (1990) was adopted the 

Secretary-Geueral, vith his customary dodicatioa to the fulfilment of his 

obligations, and with the diligence he has manifested throughout his worthy tenure 

as Secretary-General, oot about taking the necessary steps to send the mission to 

the region. We also know that the Secretary-General took care to keep the members 

of the Council informed on the eituation prevailing in this regard. 

The memberm of the Council met informally on 19 October, and we got a clear 

etpleaetion from thr, Secretary-Genersl a6 to why it was not possible to proceed 

with the implementation of the resolution. From then on four members of the 

Council. including my Uelegat&on , started to work to ensure that the Council could 

~~0CMid With tb dili@3nO& a&lO~Bd Md rigOUrP that ill OUlt OpiRiOD the tdtU&iOn 

requited. 

Tha Couocfl, unfortunately, vab smble to act until the very last conceivable 

moment, the ismntmat when there were juot a few hours left until the en8 of 

24 Octobet. Throughout there days we have gained nev and broader experience in the 

praaticer ef the Security Council. In our consultations we bad to debate the 

question of the merit of unanimity and the need for us to concur in a unaninmue 

-r4*4ar. m.e-.-we..-. * efw eheee4 re grr-c 1-mgth on tha heat vay to react to thir 

ritwtion. Ia the opinion of our delegation the Security, Council could do aothing 

but what wd propose that it do shortly in light of the fact that its earlier 
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(&-&&QpQll de Quesada.) 

resolution ban not been complied with. We hope that this draft resolution will 

enjoy the 8ame unanimity given to resolution 632 (1990). That is the only way in 

which the Security Council can react if it is to live up to its responsibilities, 

The members of the Council also have an obligation to fulfil the terms of the 

Charter. It is our special responsibility to make sure that all of the Charter's 

provisions are upheld by those whu do not belong to the Council. In our opinion we 

have to recall the point made by the representative of Zaire very appropriately a 

moment ago about Article 24 of tbe Charter , which defines the powers and functions 

of the Council. In that connection we must occasionally recall that it was not the 

Security Council that created the United Nations but the Council that was created 

by the United Watione. The Council ha8 special powers because they were conferred 

on it by the rest of tbe Orgoniaation. Those powers uere conferred on the Council 

so that it could act promptly and effectively, and certainly not SQ that it could 

paralyse the action needed from the international community. If the Security 

Council actn on behalf of the other members it means that the non-permanent members 

of the Council - OS* if one prefers to call them that, the elected membere of the 

CouWll - eajoy 8 certain moral autbority. We are not mere trensients here who do 

our beet for a couple of years to contribute to the work sf the Council. Bather, 

we ate the bond between the Council end the entire body of the membership of the 

United Uatione which, in the last analysis, is the body that bae conferred upon 

tbia group of St&es in tile Council, the members of the Couacil, certain special 

responsibilities. 

w8 mlet teeell Chat the pimnanent nlembere of the Clmndl, *a f+r em we Mve 

been able to determine from the Charter, have only one special prerogative, and 

that amen at the time of a vote. Even so, the Cherter ras careful to cpecffy that 

that l peciel authority rhell not preveil in all circumstances. It does not prevail 
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on procedural. issues, nor when a permanent member is a party to ta dispute. Xf a 

permanent member considers that a question the Council is about to take up is 

particularly ilnportant and close to it, its prerogatives cannot be interpreted as 

meaning that it couli3 block the effective action required of the Council under 

Article 24. 
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(Mr.con de Ouesada, Cuba) 

If a member of the Council has such an intimate connection with a particular 

issue, that would come closest to the definition of "a party to a dispute*', and in 

that case it would have neither the special power of the veto not, strictly 

speaking, the right to take part in the vote. As Article 27, paragraph 3, states, 

it should abstain from voting. 

This is a historic occasion, because, on the date when we thought we should 

have a report before us. we are instead finally able to take a decision on an 

aaomalous situation which has prevented the Council from obtaining such a report at 

the4 present time. We are doing this precisely on the date marking the anniversary 

of the Organisation, On this occasion, my delegation wishes not only to associate 

itself with the tributes paid by other members to the Secretary-General for his 

noble work at the hea of the Organisation, but also to place it on record that the 

best tribute that the Council could pay to a historic date like this would be to 

demonstrate a true and affective common will to act promptly and efficiently in 

response to each and every one of the major problems that come before it. Only in 

that way could we truly feel satisfied with the actions of the Council. 

For that reason my delegation wishes to place on record its pleasure at being 

able to associate itself with the other three sponsors in presenting a draft 

resolution which at the very least would once again place us in a position where we 

could prepare for a discussion in the not-too-distant future. We hope that, as 

requested, the report will be presented by the end of October and that the Council 

will then take up the metter again, not oa the basis of an arbitrary and aarrow 

. ._ L__L 
OQttOD OL WAlBACy dWlihit$j Ud mu‘, *ii6 s:i, Gii 't% bthi Of WhSt =h%ild k 2 

cardinal criterion for all members of tire Council - that is, the need for us to act 

On behalf Of all the thfitbeP8 Of the OPganisatiOn, to act oa behalf of an 
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organioation vhich for decades has urged the Security Council to act effectively 

and in a manner consistent with the rights and aspirations of the Palestinian 

people. 

The: I shall now put to the vote the draft resolution 

contained in document S/21893. 

A vote was ta& bv abpw of hands . 

Ip favour Canada, China, Colombia, C&e d*Ivoire, Cuba, Ethiopia, 

Finland, Frame, Malaysia, Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland, United States of America, Yemen, Zaire 

The.: There vere 15 votes in favour. The drafti resolution has 

therefore beeo adopted u~~imously, as resolution 613 (1990). 

There are no further name8 on the list of sgeakere. 

The Security Council has thur concluded the present stage of its consideration 

of the itea, on its agenda. The Council will remain eeised of the matter. 


